
CHAPTER 24

“Let's start with the easy, shall we? Your torso… well, the middle one, you know, the one with
the glasses. We could give them names, right?
"I don't know... it's still me, do you think I should?"
“At least to clarify between us. I know, I'll call that torso Midi."
“This one then? Do you want us to start here?”
The 4 arms of Eva's central torso moved, attracting attention.
“After the time that has passed, I think I already have enough experience using 4 arms, so I
think I can give you some advice to be able to move them independently. Because from what
I see they keep copying movements, right?”
"Yes! It's very frustrating. I move one arm and there is another one like it repeating the
movement and colliding with everything…”
"Ok, then, I have to help you, but... you're too tall and I can't make it, do you think you
could..."

Maya said. Indeed, Eva's torso could be almost 2 and a half meters high. Eva thought a bit
and concentrated. Then the main torso that supported the 3 torsos of her in her bust, began
to crouch down to a horizontal position. The 3 torsos then folded upwards, remaining vertical
again, but a little more than five feet off the ground. The large breasts around this torso
rested on the ground, as if they were a skirt made of meat.

Maya couldn't help but feel scared seeing such a large body move like that.
“Okay..okay. That's better.” Maya laughed a little nervously, but she moved closer to her
central torso. She felt a little self-conscious as she approached, as the other two torsos on
either side of her were looking at her curiously. "Well, spread your arms, all four of you,"
Maya said once she was planted near Eva. She had to be almost on top of the large breasts
spilling out onto the floor, and furthermore, both of Midi's breasts were also of considerable
size, which quite impressed Maya. She didn't want to admit it, but she could tell that her
libido was starting to grow.

"That's OK?" Eva said paying attention to Maya
Maya then grabbed both of her upper arms by her wrists, immobilizing them with her two
upper arms. She then spread the palms of her lower arms
“Okay, do you see my hands? Hit me with your arms”
Eva was a little surprised and tried to pay attention, but she couldn't. I try to move my
restrained arms.
"I can't... you're holding me"
“But you have two free arms. See, this works a little differently. You don't realize until you
have to learn to handle new limbs, but we don't execute movements directly, but indirectly.
That is, you don't have to think about moving the shoulder, then the forearms, the wrist…
you see where you want to put your hand, and you think about your hand moving there.
Concentrate and think about slapping me."

Eva concentrated, and looking at Maya's hands she tried to hit them. Sure enough her new
hands moved and hit Maya's palms
"Very well! you see? Basically, it's not that difficult. Let's do it the other way around."



Maya released her original hands and grasped her lower ones, repeating the exercise.
"Try again"
Eva needed a couple of tries, but she succeeded again.
“Great, now more difficult” Maya let go of Eva's arms, but she kept her palms outstretched
“Try again".
Eva concentrated again, but this time all 4 arms moved at the same time.
"Wait! let me try again ”This second time, she managed to make the movement independent
and only her two lower arms collided with Maya's palms.
“Very good Eva! You have to exercise constantly. There will come a time when you don't
even think about it. You will simply automate the movement, and wherever you need a hand,
it will come.”
“Wow, the truth is that I have always fantasized about these things, you know, but I never
thought that it would feel like this… it is very frustrating at first to have 4 arms”
“Yes, but you were right, after some practice they are very useful”

Eva kept concentrating on moving her arms, trying to do it independently. Maya, who had
been looking sideways for a while, and was now closer to Midi, couldn't help but ask.
"Eva... that over there... they're not... nipples, right?"

Eva turned a little red and stopped her exercise suddenly.
"You... you mean..." she said, pointing at her with a bit of embarrassment, but Maya, she
was beginning to feel more curiosity than revulsion. And she had them pretty close, but they
were pointing down

“To be honest, I haven't had the chance yet to… explore myself to such an extent” she was
embarrassed to admit that they were indeed what Maya was thinking.
"Oh, I see, we can leave it for later..."
“No!, nothing happens, I have to get used to everything, after all, it is now part of me”
Somewhat nervously, she tried to lift her left breast, but this time she couldn't separate the
movement of her arms, perhaps due to lack of concentration.
"My goodness, it weighs a lot!" Eva said, surprised. Then the "nipple" was left hanging at the
height of Maya's face "Do you see it well? It's…it's what it looks like, isn't it?”
Maya moved closer trying not to look too excited. She reached out a finger and caressed it,
holding it and then lifting it. She withdrew a little the skin and saw how it hid glans inside it.
Then she released him.
“Yes…they are penises, Eva…” Maya could hardly believe it. Penises instead of nipples! she
had never thought that something like this could exist!
"They are usually called... dicknipples" Eva said, still embarrassed.
“Wait, do they have a name??”
“Yes, in the communities where I usually move, these concepts have already been imagined.
That is to say, it does not stop being... you know... one more fantasy”
"You guys are definitely sick hahahaha" Maya said laughing. Eva released her chest and
laughed too.
"I can't say no, really, but now you are part of this"



"Well, I'll call you Lefty, and you Righty, okay?" Maya said, addressing her left and right
torso. "Lefty" was a little surprised, as if her conversation was not with her. But she was still
Eva. She only had to concentrate to "jump" her consciousness from one torso to another.
"How do you do it? i.e. you can choose which head you interact with?” Maya asked
curiously.

"It's complicated. Right now, I feel like I can… “move” from one head to another. I have to
concentrate, but doing so is like somehow "waking up" in a new location. I feel a little out of
place, but it doesn't last long. I could try using more than one torso at a time, but it's too
much information at once and it makes me very dizzy. So I prefer to go one at a time for
now."
"But then, your other heads run out of control?"
Eva looked with her left torso at the other two heads curiously.
“Well… they are still there, but less active. I feel like I could move them, but my
concentration is focused on where I am now. Don't know! It's all very confusing! I have come
to see from 5 places at the same time, hear the same thing through different ears, feel too
many things, but I have ended up being overwhelmed...”
"Okay, okay, calm down. We must go step by step. For starters, Righty, try moving your arms
independently again."
"I don't know if I like that you call me that" Eva said arching an eyebrow "But fine, let me try"
Eva extended all four arms again, and tried to move them independently, but there was no
way, they kept copying the movements. Maya did the same again, holding onto her upper
arms, and encouraged Eva to pat her hands. After several attempts she managed to repeat
the exercise again.

"Okay, this is the same as before, I have to practice with each torso separately, I don't
keep... the experience of each one"
"I see..." Maya said, observing this torso in detail "the truth is that you have some very
capricious torsos... why does this one have 6 breasts?"
"Yes... and you have 4... and bigger than these" Eva said a little annoyed.
“Yeah, but I don't have mouths instead of nipples”
Eva felt a little embarrassed.
"Can you... speak for them too?"

Eva, lowered her gaze to observe herself better, while her Midi's torso also approached with
curiosity
"I haven't really tried" her two extra arms copied the movement of the originals to lift the two
central breasts. She observes the mouths, touching the lips, feeling a strange sensation very
out of place. She noticed the tingling in her lip but in a completely wrong area. Maya
watched with growing curiosity, while Eva concentrated trying to move them. Then she got it,
and both mouths opened at once, showing that aside from the lack of teeth, it looked like a
real mouth, only without the stiffness of a jaw or gums.

“I can… move them, but either I don't know how or I can't speak for them…” She said very
surprised. She kept concentrating, and managed to get a tongue out of her and move it with
some will, but then she started drooling from the corner of her mouth.
"Shit, I'm still not in control!" Eva said, trying to dry the trickle of saliva that ran through her
strange chest.



Maya and Eva spent the next half hour “playing” with her three torsos, trying to move her
arms, and most of all trying to interact with them. Maya was becoming more and more
comfortable and interested in Eva's new body. Her three torsos, the way she handled them,
looking like 3 different people, but being only one, had her very impressed, and although she
still didn't want to admit it, excited... Eva, little by little, showed signs of learning to use more
than one head at a time, which was going to mean a great advantage in the future.

Then mid-exercise, there was a knock on the door. Eva tensed, her three torsos froze,
looking at each other. Maya got up from Eva's breasts (where she had ended up sitting) but
she immediately calmed down.
“It will be the delivery man!” She said, wiping her forehead "Don't worry, now I'm going..."
"Of course you will go..." Eva said.

Maya was surprised to open the door, and see a delivery man with three legs and two arms
growing from her hips holding the 5 pizza boxes, while she handled the mobile with her two
original arms. They both looked surprised. Surely neither of them expected to see another
mutant. Maya carried out the transaction as normal as she could, without taking her eyes off
the large bulges in the delivery man's crotches, while he observed Maya's 4 large breasts.
For almost a minute they stared at each other with immense curiosity, imagining what the
other would look like under their clothes. But a car passed nearby distracting them, and
returning them to real life. So Maya finished the transaction. Once she paid, she took the
pizzas with her lower arms, and she said goodbye to her by closing the door.

“You're not going to believe what I just saw…” Maya said as she entered the room.
Maya was struck by the fact that meeting a mutated person in an action as normal as
ordering pizzas began to be normalized. Surely, it was going to be a matter of time before
the mutants were accepted as one more species within the human race, after all, there was
already a proper state of mutants.

“Do you mean that one day I will be able to go out on the street and not cause fear?” Eva
said, frowning.
"Well, you'll still take a little longer than the rest to not attract attention" Maya joked.
"Very funny, go ahead, bring the pizzas, I'm starving!"
Eva raised her torso again, leaving her three torsos again in an upright position at two
meters high.
"It's going to be weird, but I'm hungry... in 5 places at once, you know?" Eve said
“You mean, you need to fill 5 stomachs??” Maya freaked out even more.
"I don't know, but I feel like eating all over with each head... Wait, hey, don't be scared
please"

Saying so, her tail appeared from Maya's back, and she couldn't help but jump a little.
"Sorry!" She said with her tail asking Maya to step aside so she could pass. Maya opened
the pizza boxes and cut off the pieces. Then Eva, with her tail, picked up a box and with a lot
of concentration, she tried to climb on herself to give the box with the pizza to Righty. Maya
noticed how Eva frowned as if making a great mental effort
"Is it hard for you to do that?"



“Yes...” She said with her tail “every time I use two heads at the same time… how do I
explain it to you… Have you tried to write with your left and right hand at the same time?
Well, it's something like that."

She repeated the process by giving each of her three torsos a pizza box. Then the remaining
two stayed on the ground, right in front of her. Her head in her vagina and her tail could eat
with her own arms. Eva still didn't know how to eat with all her heads at the same time,
which frustrated her a lot. She was very hungry, but she didn't know how to coordinate to
such an extent. So she was eating with one head each time.

Maya watched the scene with great interest. In her head she kept imagining what it would be
like to feel Eva's body, what it would be like to have more than one head to control, she was
even beginning to feel attracted to these concepts.

"Maya... sure you don't want some?" Eva said with her mouth full, realizing that she was lost
in thought looking at her.
“Well, I'll just take a piece, I'm not that hungry. Eva, are you sure you can't eat for several
heads at the same time? I see you a little frustrated”
"Yes! it's complicated, you wouldn't understand…” Eva was starting to get angry with herself.
“Okay, let's try something else. You keep eating with your… tail? no, I'd better call her
Penny,” she chuckled.

“Ha ha ha… very funny.” She said, offended, with the same tail looking at the tip of her
gigantic penis. And he began to eat with her. His arms barely reached her head, but she
managed to get the pizza into her mouth. Then Maya came over and sat in front of her
vagina, right in front of her head, whose strange neck grew from her middle lip. She tried to
ignore her gigantic sexual organs and focus on her head, which seemed distracted. It was
obvious that Eva was "not" there at this moment. Then Maya patted the head, and looking at
her tail, asked

“And you, I don't know what to call you, what about…Virgin? well, do you feel it?”
"Yes of course... "
She took a piece of pizza and brought it to her mouth.
"Now, just try to open this mouth"

Penny's head snapped up and she looked at Virgin and she finally got that mouth open.
Maya inserted the piece of pizza, and almost instinctively, when Eva felt the contact of the
pizza on her tongue, she closed her mouth, biting the piece and chewing.
"Ey It's easier than I thought. It's like I did it automatically!"
She was chewing on Virgin while Eva's consciousness was on Penny
"I'm glad!"
"But using those arms... it still seems like too much to me."
"Don't worry, little by little, I'll feed you for now"

When the Penny and Virgin pizzas were finished, then Eva “moved” to Midi, and she started
eating there, while Maya stayed downstairs. She takes the opportunity to force Eva a little
more.
"Eva, by the way, you'll have to learn to use these legs too, won't you?"



Midi leaned down looking down, but her own breasts obscured her vision
"What?" She ask
"You heard me perfectly, you have a head down here, Midi, just keep eating"
Maya caressed Virgin's cheek trying to get her to react and force Eva to use both of her
heads simultaneously. But Eva did not cooperate. Virgin activated, but Midi stopped eating.
“I don't know, I'm still not very clear, really. And I'm too big to move around here, I'm going to
throw all the furniture on the floor"
“But don't stop eating! go back up there, but stay down here”
"I can't!" She said frustrated.
"Try it! You have to work hard, Eva. This body is too big to handle with one mind. If you want
to get out of here you're going to need all your heads."

Both Midi and Virgin concentrated and after a while, Midi went back to eating. As Virgin
narrowed her eyes to look at Maya, she managed to say:
"Okay... I think... that's how I'm doing well"
"Cool! So tell me, how's the pizza? what are you eating?
Virgin was thoughtful "I think it's a barbecue, it tastes like glory to me, I was very hungry"
"You mean Midi was very hungry, right?"
“Midi… I'm still me! I was hungry!"
“hahaha, whatever you say, but think about it, it will be difficult for those who are with you to
consider you a single person. It's hard to get used to something like that!"
"Shit! look what you've done!" Virgin said suddenly.
"What happened?" Maya asked. Then she looked up, and saw how Midi had rubbed the
piece of pizza on her face, and had dropped half of it on top of her generous breasts,
staining herself with tomato.

Maya let out a loud laugh, seeing the scene.
"It's not funny! Please, bring me something to clean myself.”
Maya went to the kitchen and came back with some napkins and a damp cloth. Lefty took it
and cleaned her neighbor.

They hung out eating, Eva finishing her pizzas with the rest of her torsos, while Maya
continued to subtly force more and more of her body parts to work in coordination. Without
Eva even noticing, with these small gestures, she was gaining skill very quickly. Maya was
aware, but she preferred not to say anything, and Eva felt this as something imperceptible,
to normalize more and be able to multitask more and more.

A couple of hours passed, the two totally focused on experiencing and discovering Eva's
bulky and great body. Everything seemed to have gone into the background, her concerns,
Alex, the evil company she worked for, the infections…

But thanks to Maya, Eva was discovering what she really was, and despite her initial
reaction, she was going to be the most radical mutant in the entire world. Eva was totally
invested in the discovery of her body, overcome by her curiosity and passion for mutated
bodies. Maya, she had also discovered her attraction to the mutated, and how the human
body could mutate in strange, exciting and sexy ways. Eva had already practiced with
practically all her members, her 18 arms, her 6 legs, her 2 tails, her 4 torsos…



“Do you want us to check that…?” Maya said, emboldened. She had been looking sideways
the whole time they were together. Ever since she mutated... or rather, since her first
experiences with her new sex toys, her mentality had totally changed. She was aware that in
her head, a switch had been activated. Her libido was always high, although she was able to
control it. But she felt an attraction towards certain things that she used to cause her total
repulsion in the past. And Eva was literally "full" of these things. So she couldn't take it
anymore. She had spent all this time concentrating on not having a multiple erection.


